
HINGED FLY SCREEN DOOR
ASSEMBLY AND FITTING INSTRUCTIONS

Tools 

Tape Measure 
2mm Drill 

# Pozi 1 Screwdriver
Hacksaw
Mitre box

Cutting blade
  

1. Take care when unpacking your fly screen door kit.

2. Included in your fly screen kit will be the aluminium profile, mesh,rubber grommet,    
corners, hinges (if hinged), door furniture and self tapping screws.

3. Measure the size of the door opening, add at least 20mm to the smallest width of the 
door opening to allow for a 10mm overlap on both sides of the door. When measuring 
the height of the fly screen door allow the screen to overlap the top of the door frame 
by up to 15mm. The base of the fly screen door should clear the floor by 5mm.

4. These measurements will give the finished height and width (in mm) of the fly screen 
door. When fitting hinges to the fly screen door make sure there is at least 15mm of 
door frame space to attach the hinges and magnet.

5. Take the overall height and width measurements for the fly screen previously           
calculated (in mm)(see above). To calculate the cut length of 26mm aluminium profile. 
Take the overall width (mm) and subtract 52mm (this allows for the corner joints). Take 
the overall height (mm) and subtract 52mm.

6. Cut the aluminium profile to length using a mitre box and sharp hacksaw.  Clean any 
burrs with a fine file.

7. Insert the corner joints and tap the frame together with a mallet, ensuring the gutter is 
uppermost, insert the retaining screws.

8. Measure the internal width between the rubber gutters and cut two lengths of midbar 
profile. Insert the plastic joints and clip the mid bar and kick plate bar in place. This 
Length is the same as the top and bottom.

9. Cut the kick plate to width leaving an overlap all the way around, and attach using the 
round headed screws or cut the kick plate so that it sits on the gutter, notch 5mm from 
each corner and roll the edge into the gutter. Cut the plastic insert to length and tap in 
with a mallet.

10. Lay the grey fibre mesh over the frame (gutter in frame uppermost).  Square the mesh 
along one edge.  Insert the grey rubber grommet (using the rolling tool provided),    
starting at the bottom right corner and working clockwise. NB:  DO NOT over tighten 
mesh as this can cause bowing of the aluminium frame.

11. Using a sharp blade, trim the excess mesh by running the blade along the rubber    
grommet. NB:  Care needs to be taken not to catch the tensioned mesh with the blade.

12. To attach the hinges to the screen.  Draw the pin from the hinge and offer one half 
of the hinge to the edge of the screen. Positioning is important so that the screen      
closes flush with the door frame.  Drill two pilot holes 2mm.  Insert the small self-tap-
ping screws using a pozi 1 driver.

13. Attach the other half of the hinge to the door frame.  Mark the position of the hinge on 
the door frame by offering up the screen with the hinge assembled.

14. Attach the half hinge using the self tapping screws attach fly screen and re insert the 
pin.  The fly screen will now swing freely. NB:  Make sure there is clearance top and  
bottom of the fly screen.

15. To hold the fly screen closed offer the magnet up to the centre of the fly screen frame 
and insert screws. Pilot the aluminium using a 2mm drill

16. Attach the handles using the round headed screws, pilot using 2mm drill.

For advice or more information contact us:
Flybird Installations Ltd
Unit 3
Woodbridge Road
Framlingham
Suffolk IP13 9LL

                    T:  01728 638110         E:  chris@fbiltd.co.uk                                      F:  01728 638120

Sub Frame

Where window handles 
impede the fly screen a 
sub frame may need to 
be installed to carry the 
fly screen away from the 

window. Available in white 
or brown.


